
Performance of the Institution in one area distinctive to its priority and thrust

LNCT Indore Infrastructure

LNCT Indore distinguishes itself from peer institutions by offering an affordable,
highly personalized, student centred education to diverse students. Lakshmi Narain College
of Technology, Indore (LNCT) is one of the leading private Technical and Professional
institutes in Indore having a campus in the lush green outskirts of Indore. It was founded in
2004 by "H.K. Education Trust, Bhopal" and all the courses of the institute are approved by
AICTE Delhi, Govt. of India. Department of Technical Education, Govt. of M.P. and are
affiliated to Rajiv Gandhi Proudyogiki Vishwavidyalaya, Technical University of Madhya
Pradesh and Devi Ahiliya Vishwavidyalaya, Indore. The institute is committed to excel in
areas of engineering, technology and management by enhancing its facilities, highly qualified
and committed faculty drawn from reputed academic institutions of the country and reputed
& senior professionals from industries as well.

LNCT Indore was established with the well-defined vision to bring about holistic
development of students and to create technically skilled manpower in various fields as well
as to produce best technical manpower to meet the technical & managerial challenges of
modern industry, who would serve the country and the community. In its span of 15+ years
the institute has developed into a leading engineering and professional college in the region
with state of the art infrastructure, faculty members and facilities. Performing well in
University Exams, students are well placed in MNC's and also in reputed national
/International industries and universities. More than any other institution in India, the Institute
exists to serve the future. LNCT Indore does this by educating individuals for fulfilling,
productive lives and by creating solutions to pressing or anticipated problems through
research. Taught by inspired, committed, and creative faculty, our programs combine the
enduring value of a liberal arts education with the skills and experience offered by
engineering and management schools, to ensure that our students are engaged, adaptable, and
equipped for successful careers and fulfilling lives. 

LNCT Indore has well equipped laboratories as per the AICTE requirements. Each
lab is handled by one faculty supported by a co-faculty. Also, every lab has a lab instructor/
technical assistant, who provides constant support and ensures maintenance of the
laboratories. Lab for CS/IT is well equipped with a required number of computers. All
computers are always maintained in working condition .All equipment is always checked for
wear and tear and replaced with new or repaired one every semester. Labs are equipped with
sufficient hardware and licensed software to run program specific curriculum and off
program curriculum. Enough number of personal computers are available for the smooth
conduction of the lab. All the software labs are air conditioned. Safety instructions, safety
tools including first aid boxes are provided in all the labs. The number and area of the
classrooms and labs are as per the AICTE norms. The IT-help desk in college is available all
the time to help with the maintenance and installation process in the lab.



Central Library

The LNCT Central Library is committed to a new digital project to meet the academic
interests and research needs of students and teachers. The library covers an area of   more than
1,100 square meters,a collection of 27,926 books and more than 4000 magazines and
hundreds of journals. There are 4 newspapers and more than 30 types of CD / DVD and other
electronic media, with capacity for more than 100 people.There are numerous Reports,
annual reports, newsletters etc. The library has a rich collection of management, business,
technology, pharmacy, science, and other disciplines. More than 800 users are taking
advantage of the benefits of this library. In addition to these services, the library is
professionally managed and provides electronic information services. Libraries play an
active role in ensuring the accessibility and organization of information resources to meet the
current and future needs of their users. The library mainly stores documents related to
administration, engineering, computer science, information technology, human resource
management, marketing, fine arts and related disciplines, and aims to develop a
comprehensive collection of information resources useful for academics and research.

The library is fully automated through Integrated Library Management System (ILMS)
named AccSoft Software, version-2.0 (updated 2020) and the year of automation was 2007.
The software is web enabled for internet environments. The Library Management System
consists of modules such as master, operation and report management. The software displays
photographs and other details of students and faculty while issuing books.

Hostel Facility

LNCT Indore has separate hostels for boys and girls with a range of rooms and a
variety of services that make living on campus safe, comfortable and affordable. Residents
enjoy the support of committed and caring wardens who are available 24X7. Supporting
infrastructure includes a dedicated cafeteria, laundry services, 24-hour power supply, STD &
ISD facilities, transport, housekeeping and medical care.

Security & Safety
College also has a large team of professionally-trained security personnel patrolling

and guarding the campus 24X7 to ensure safety of students, staff and infrastructure. The
complete campus is under CCTV surveillance. The institution has a centralized library. The
library continues to provide the current awareness services in order to alert users to the latest
information of their interest. The digital library in the institution helps the students to
understand the subject more effectively. Our mission is to be the best by producing technical
manpower who are new path breakers, develop new products and innovative ideas to cater
the special needs of industries.


